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Variant Issues of White-Mellon Federal
Reserve Notes, Series 1914

By William A. Philpott, Jr.

FDR some reason or other the Federal Reserve Notes,
series 1914, issued by the U. S. Treasury Depart-

ment, have been neglected by paper currency collectors.
Certainly, few writers have explored and researched this
appealing and important bypath of numismatology.
These notes were the first folding money issued for
the 12 Federal Reserve Banks, which institutions were
authorized by an Act of Congress. dated December 23,
1913.

The first issue of this series was put in circulation
in December, 1914. It bore seals and serial numbers in
red ink. (Story in The Numismatist, July 1971, pages
971-75, authored by this writer. I Subsequent issues,
Federal Reserve notes of this first series (1914), covering
approximately 15 years. appeared with seals and serials
overprinted in blue ink. This currenc y included denomi-
nations of $5. $10, $20. 850 and $100. It 1, as issued
for each of the 12 Federal Reserve Banks. These notes
were the first U. S. paper currency to carry the signa-
tures, in facsimile, of the Treasurer and the Secretary of
the Treasury. Prior to 1914, all U. S. currency bore the
names of the Register of the Treasury and the Treasurer.

The Federal Reserve Notes, series of 1914. which went
through the presses from 1914 to 1928 inclusive carried
four different signature combinations of U. S. Treasury
officials: Burke-McAdoo (both red and blue seals) ;
Burke-Glass; Burke-Houston; and White-Mellon. Burke
and McAdoo had a tenure of nearly six years; Burke
and Glass were together slightly more than a year. The
Burke-Houston term ran a bit shorter than one year,
while White and Mellon served nearly seven years
together.

This present study is directed toward the last of these
signature combinations. the White-Mellon reign. From
this seven-year term, three different issues of Federal
Reserve notes came forth. In Bob Friedberg's excellent
book on currency, the White-Mellon combination notes
are labelled a, b, and c. No doubt additional a-b-c's of
the three variant issues, already listed, remain to be
discovered and reported.

Early in the 1950's this writer observed these three
variant issues. Authors such as George Blake, D. S.
Wismer, Wayte Raymond. et al, overlooked these issues.
Collectors, among them Albert Grinnell, Fred Boyd. Jim
Wade, and others, were unaware of these varieties. In
my opinion, these three variants cannot be considered
as different type notes. They are merely three issues,
representing notes with small but distinct differences.

In the late 1950's Tom Bain of Dallas was assigned
the job of research on the three issues which are found
only on the White-Mellon notes. The Bain study brought
out several points. But since the Treasury Department
did not keep separate records on these issues. there has
been little material from which to draw conclusions.

Mr. Bain and the writer, however, did furnish sufficient
facts to Bob Friedberg so that he listed these issues, as
many as we were able to locate, in his Third and sub-
sequent Editions. Mr. Bain first authored a story for
The Numismatist, (December 1958, page 1487) ; other
brief articles on this subject have been written by him
and printed variously. However, no recent attention has
been given these three issues by researchers. Other a-b-c
notes of these issues, in addition to those already listed
by Friedberg, will undoubtedly be located.

Few dealers and fewer collectors know about the White-
Mellon issues or are able to spot them when they appear.
Accordingly, the three issues are shown as illustrations
for this article. The same Bank, Chicago. and the same
denomination, $5, are selected. But all 'denominations,
85 through $100. are identical items for all Banks, save
the District designations. Surely there are more of these
a-b-c notes still unreported. By comparing the serial
numbers, the consecutive issuance dates of the three
White-Mellon issues can be determined.

These three issues are readily distinguishable at a
glance. The a notes are the regular variety; the b notes
are second in scarcity; and the c notes are all in the
rare class. Here is a description of the variations:

First Issue : This has the normal obverse, as shown in
Friedberg's book as design No. 133. Particular attention
should be concentrated on the District Designation: in
the illustration, the 2-B. This symbol of the New York
District, appears in the four corners of the note; type-size
in the diagonal corners is identical.

Second Issue: This obverse is identified with the $20
Friedberg's design No. 135. Note the symbol in lower
left corner ; type has been reduced. So, on a Second Issue
note, the District Designation (digit and letter) appears
as one large, upper right corner; and three small Desig-
nations are located in the other three corners.

Third Issue: Digit-letter symbols restored to two large
(upper right and lower left) and two small (lower right
and upper left). But now comes a startling difference in
the Bank's seal to the left, and the Treasury seal to the
right. Each of these has been "squeezed in" toward the
note's portrait, each moved a good half inch closer to
the central vignette. This necessitates the raising of the
symbol in the lower left corner. These third issue notes
are the rarest of the three variants. They can be spotted
at a glance.

Concerning "star" or replacement notes on the White-
Mellon combination: the a-stars on all denominations
($5 to $100 inclusive) on all 12 Banks are often found.
However, the replacement notes on the Second (b) and
Third (c) issues. all Banks, all denominations, are un-
reported up to now. This writer does not say there is
no such thing as a star among the b or c notes. He
reports: "I have never seen or heard of one." Un-
doubtedly this assures a comparatively small issuance of
b and c notes. Replacements for printery spoilage on
the Second and Third issues undoubtedly were all a notes.
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Figure 1--This is Friedberg 871-a, showing the normal arrangement ))1' geographic District Designations,
7-G. In diagonal formation, from corner to corner, these District symbols are identical in size: lower
left to upper right, being large type ; lower right to tipper left being small type. This "a" note is
the most common variant.

Figure 2— This is Friedberg 871-b, showing District Designation of digits and letters, in small size
type, lower left corner; three District symbols small, and only one large type (upper right). Second
commonest variant.

Figure 3—Friedberg 871-c, showing what I label "squeezed-up" note. The issuing Bank's seal and the
U. S. Treasury seal on this note have been placed much closer to the vignette than on the "a" and
"b" notes—a good one-half inch closer. Also, both District symbols, large digit and letter, have been
moved: the lower left goes higher, the tipper right goes lower, to balance the whole design. This
"c" note is rarest of the three variants.
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All 12 Banks issued the $5-a notes; 10 Banks are
represented by $5-b notes: while only five Banks had
$5-c notes.

As to the $10 denomination: 12 Banks issued a's;
six Banks had b's; and again only five Banks show c
notes.
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In the $20 denomination: 12 Banks had a notes; four
issued b's; and four had c's.

Each of the 12 Banks had $50-a notes. and $100-a
specimens. But only two Banks show a $50-b note. No
bank seems to have issued a $100-b or a $100-c note—
at least, none have been reported.

Here are questions that are unanswered. as of today:
Why does Philadelphia show no $10-b or c, but did
issue the $5 a-b-c. and the $20 a-b-c? Why didn't Cleve-
land have c's on its $20's and $50's, even though it
shows c's on its $5's and $10's? Why did Kansas City
have only two b's, and those on $5's and $20's; what
happened to the Kansas City $10-b?

With extended search, unknown and unlisted notes of
the b and c issues may still be located. Also, some diligent
collector may discover one b or c note, $100 denomi-
nation, on some bank—perhaps New York, or Philadel-
phia, or Cleveland, or Chicago? So, the interested col-
lector should get out his spectacles and scrutinize care-
fully all the White-Mellon notes he has. If any note is
found, not presently listed in Friedberg, the finder is
urged to report to somebody—anybody, even to this
author.

New York City Scrip
(Continued from Page 6)

The entire sundial in the Inner Temple Garden.
London, is shown on p. 171 of Sun-Dials and Roses of
Yesterday, and on p. 23 the author illustrates in line
engraving both sides of a 6c paper scrip issued by The
Corporation of the City of New-York, dated December
26. 1814, and printed by T. & W. Mercem, 94 Gold
Street. It would appear. therefore, that this Earle
illustration of 1902 was made from the thin paper note,
as per the insert in Baron's Valentine's Manual, rather

WARREN HENDERSON
P. O. Box 1358, Venice, Fla. 33595

than from the thick paper note dated July 3, 1815. The
most interesting feature of this note is its reverse which
contains the MIND YOUR BUSINESS motto and the
Fugio design taken in toto from the 1776 fractional
currency and the 1787 copper cent of the Continental
Congress.

This artistic motif is not known to have been repro-
duced on any other 19th Century scrip or bank note, but
there is always the possibility, of course, of some here-
tofore unknown example turning up. The Mercem copy
of this unique design is actually executed better than
the 1776 and 1787 originals, even although the engraver
did forget to show the gnomon's shadow which would
obviously result from the rays of such a fiercely shining
sun. Note also that Mercem's modified design includes
the top of the pedestal upon which the dial rests. This
feature is missing from its 18th century Fugio prototypes.

WANTED
OBSOLETE PAPER MONEY

(Bank Notes, Script, Warrants, Drafts)

of the AMERICAN WEST

Oregon, California, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona, Utah, Mon-
tana, New Mexico, Colorado; Dakota, Deseret, Indian,
Jefferson Territories!

Cash paid, or fine Obsolete Paper traded.

Have Proof notes from most states, individual rarities, seldom seen denominationals, Kirtlands, topicals; Colonial, Continental;
CSA, Southern States notes and bonds. Also have duplicate Western rarities for advantageous trade.

JOHN J. FORD, JR. P. O. BOX 33, ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N. Y. 11571
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